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On 7 September 2004 the
Cabinet of Cambridgeshire
County Council, senior
Conservative Party
councillors from all over
the county but, as it
happens, none resident in Cambridge or
representing Cambridge wards, met in Shire
Hall to consider whether to approve two-
way cycling along Trinity Street and St
John’s Street during the 10 am–4 pm period
when few motor vehicles are permitted to
use these streets and when there is no
acceptable alternative cycle route through
the city centre to northern Cambridge.
Council officers were recommending that
the proposal for an experimental scheme be
rejected on the grounds that, if a collision
were to occur between a northbound cycle
and a southbound motor vehicle, it would be
difficult to defend any claim against the
County Council because the road width is
insufficient.

We feared that the Cabinet would accept
the advice from their officers and reject the
proposal, but instead they referred it back
for further consideration of ways in which
the proposal could be implemented without
such a risk of litigation. It will now be re-
examined by the Cambridge Environment
and Transport Area Joint Committee
consisting of equal numbers of city
councillors and county councillors and with a
Liberal Democratic majority. They had
considered and approved the proposal in

July and it only went to Cabinet for decision
because of the concerns of county officers.

I believe that there are possible solutions
and am reasonably hopeful that in the end
two-way cycling may be approved. Shona
Johnstone, the influential Cabinet member
for Environment and Transport, has told us
that she supports two-way cycling in these
streets.

At the meeting I put the case for two-way
cycling on behalf of the Campaign. To obtain
the right to speak (for just three minutes),
we had at short notice to obtain fifty
supporters for a petition in favour of two-way
cycling. Remarkably, no fewer than 170
people responded. The degree of support
was very encouraging.

After explaining who we were, I put forward
the following case:

I drew attention to the considerable support
for the experiment brought out in the County
Council’s own consultations (see table).

I pointed out that the term ‘Historic Centre
Pedestrian Zone’ within which the streets
concerned are located is misleading. It is in
part a zone for cyclists as well as for

pedestrians. During
the 10 am–4 pm
period – the period of
restriction – cycling
is, and always has
been, permitted on
more than half of the
length of the
roadways within the
zone – one-way
cycling in Trinity
Street, St John’s
Street and Green
Street, two-way
cycling in Trinity
Lane. The proposal
being considered
was a modification of

Update on two-way cycling
in Trinity Street

If you like what you see in this newsletter, add
your voice to those of our 700 members by
joining the Campaign.

Membership costs are low: £7.50 individual,
£3.50 unwaged, £12 household. For this, you get
six newsletters a year, discounts at a large
number of bike shops, and you will be
supporting our work. Please get in touch if you
want to hear more.

Cambridge Cycling Campaign was set up in
1995 to voice the concerns of cyclists. We are
not a cycling club but an organisation for
lobbying and campaigning for the rights of
cyclists, and for promoting cycling in and
around Cambridge.

Our regular stall on Saturdays outside the
Guildhall is the public face of the campaign;
volunteers are always welcome to help. And
don’t forget our meetings, open to all, on the
first Tuesday of each month, 7.30 for 8.00 pm at
the Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane,
Cambridge.

Elected Officers 2003–2004

Co-ordinator – Martin Lucas-Smith

Liaison Officer – Clare Macrae

Membership Secretary – Dave Earl

Newsletter Editor – Mark Irving

Treasurer – David Dyer

Stall Officer – Paul Tonks � 07870 441257

Press Officer – James Woodburn

Officers without portfolio
Jim Chisholm, Nigel Deakin, Richard Taylor,
Lisa Woodburn and Wookey

(Non-committee) Secretary – post vacant

Contacting the Campaign

Cambridge Cycling Campaign
PO Box 204
Cambridge CB4 3FN

Telephone and fax � (01223) 690718
http://www.camcycle.org.uk
E-mail � contact@camcycle.org.uk

This newsletter is printed on recycled paper by
Victoire Press, Bar Hill.

For Against Uncertain Total
On-street questionnaire 150 (66%) 70 (31%) 6 (3%) 226
Letters and email responses
to the consultation 107 (75%) 28 (20%) 8 (6%) 143
Stakeholder responses 8 (89%) 1 (11%) - 9

The permits already limit vehicle speed to 10 mph and give priority to
pedestrians.

http://www.camcycle.org.uk
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this to deal with the fact that there is no
satisfactory south to north cycle route
through Cambridge between 10 am and
4 pm. It was not a major change of use of
the so-called pedestrian zone.

I said that we believed that with two-way
cycling Trinity Street and St John’s Street
would be safe – much safer for all road users
than most roads. In spite of the very large
numbers of cyclists who use these streets,
no injury accidents at all involving motor
vehicles, cyclists or pedestrians had been
recorded by the police during the last three
years – no pedestrians injured by cyclists and
no cyclists injured by motor vehicles either
during the restricted hours or at any other
time. Two-way cycling should be safe
because:

a)Relatively few motor vehicles are
permitted to use the zone during the hours
in question and those who hold permits
make limited use of them. Permit holders
are subject to a 10 mph speed limit and
have to give priority to pedestrians (see
illustration of permit). The Pedestrian Zone
Management Team had told me that they
enforce the 10 mph limit with a speed
camera. If the present proposal were
approved we suggested that the wording
of the permit be altered from ‘You must
give priority to pedestrians’ to ‘You must
give priority to pedestrians and cyclists’ (or,
if preferred, ‘You must give priority to
pedestrians and to cyclists in the streets
where cycling is permitted’ in which case
the names of the streets should be given).

b)Two-way cycling is permitted in a number
of other Cambridge streets (inside and
outside the pedestrian zone) which are in
places very narrow and in which a large
vehicle cannot pass a cyclist coming in the
opposite direction. One or other has to
give way. These streets include Trinity
Lane, Bridge Street and Hobson Street.
The evidence indicated that two-way
cycling in these streets had not given rise
to significant difficulties. In the narrow
streets of central Cambridge the need to
give way is self-evident to cyclists and to
drivers.

c)Although some pedestrians understandably
feared injury in collisions with cyclists, the
statistics are clear, both in Cambridge and
elsewhere. The number of injuries and
deaths resulting from cyclist/pedestrian
collisions is very low indeed and was most
unlikely to be significantly increased by
giving approval to this proposal.

Given these circumstances, I said that we did
not believe that the courts would accept that
the Council would be acting unreasonably in
promoting such a scheme. If the view of the
Council’s legal officers remained that there
was a danger of litigation, we asked for
consultations with ourselves and others
about possible changes to the permits and
other measures to further reduce any risk of
litigation.

Cabinet members gave every impression of
being interested and asked questions.
Afterwards the Cambridge Evening News
reported that the Cabinet had been ready to
reject two-way cycling but backtracked
because of our efforts. Of course I wish that
this was correct, but actually I think that
Cabinet members had probably decided on
their course of action before they knew of
our views. However, I welcome the fact that
we were able to make our views known in so
public a context and that they were well
received. The Evening News supported our
case. In an editorial on 9 September they
said, ‘Cambridge, a city that prides itself on
being cycle-friendly, is full of narrow streets.
Prohibiting two-way cycling amidst concerns
over legal action is surely a step too far.’

We must now prepare for the next stage.
Help from interested lawyers or others with
relevant specialised knowledge would be
particularly appreciated.

James Woodburn
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Annual General Meeting

This year’s AGM will be on Tuesday 2 November, at 7.30 pm for 8 pm (ending 9.30 pm)
at the Friends’ Meeting House on Jesus Lane.

This year’s speaker at the AGM will be David Kemp from Suffolk County Council. He
will be speaking on the topic of ‘Putting innovation into practice’, which should prove
to be a very interesting topic and of particular relevance to the Cambridge area.

If you have any motions for the AGM, please ensure they reach the Co-ordinator via
our usual contact details by Sunday 24 October so that there is enough time to
assemble the agenda and publicise any motions.

Minutes of the last AGM and the agenda for the next will be sent round our members’
e-mail list a week in advance (or just request a copy from us). You can join the e-mail
list using the quick form online at www.camcycle.org.uk/membership/discussion.html .

As usual, all the Committee posts, as listed below, are up for election – please
consider standing!

• Coordinator •Treasurer • Newsletter Editor

• Membership Secretary •Press and Publicity Officer • Stall Officer

• Liaison Officer •Five Committee members without portfolio

Martin Lucas-Smith

http://www.camcycle.org.uk/membership/discussion.html
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In Newsletter 53 we outlined some of our
concerns over the Cambridgeshire Guided
Bus scheme (CGB) and we’ve published our
letter of objection on our website. Now, just
a couple of weeks before the public inquiry,
we have received a letter from the County
Council explaining the position on some of
our objections.

First the good news. Our objection letter
stated ‘We strongly object to the
discontinuity in the cycleway caused by the
failure to provide a maintenance
track/cycleway under Hills Road bridge. The
alternative route is much less safe, slower
and less convenient.’

The County Council letter explains a revised
plan for this area and states: ‘Therefore with
the provision of an unguided section under
Hills Road bridge the cycle track along the
Southern Section will be provided along the
full route providing direct route access to
Cambridge Railway Station, passing beneath
Hills Road bridge parallel with the CGB
alignment. Therefore the new alignment
ensures that there is no break in the
maintenance track at Hills Road bridge, thus
pedestrians and cyclists can continue along
this route.’

Now the bad news. Cambridge University
Press, which owns the land between Hills
Road and Long Road required for the CGB,
has objected to the compulsory purchase of
the land for a maintenance track (read cycle
path), as, they claim, there is no legal
requirement for such a track adjacent to the
guideway. Clearly without the section of
cycle route over CUP land, a route under
Hills Road bridge is useless.

We also objected to the proposed surface of
the path where cycling is permitted.
The County letter states: ‘A different
surface could be introduced at a
later date on the maintenance track
should the use of the track warrant
it.’ We will ask that a commitment
be made to provide a better surface
should cycle numbers exceed a
certain threshold (perhaps 200 per
day).

There are still outstanding issues,
such as lighting, lack of crossing
points, and provision of better
facilities at points where cyclists are
required to cross the guideway
which remain unresolved. Following
further discussions with the

authorities the committee will need to
decide which of its objections, if any, can be
withdrawn.

There are also a number of issues regarding
operation of buses, and facilities for them,
on the public roads within Cambridge. They
do not form part of the Transport Works Act
procedures for the CGB, but we have not
forgotten them, and will take these up at the
appropriate time.

Jim Chisholm

Guided Busway news

One day we may be able to cycle under Hills Road
bridge.

As any cyclist who rides on the public road
will know, there are hazards from other road
users, and not just from moving vehicles.
Stationary vehicles also present a risk of
injury, particularly where negligent motorists
open their doors without looking. In a recent
case, the Court of Appeal had to decide
whether a cyclist was in any way to blame
for failing to avoid a collision when a door
was opened as he was overtaking the
vehicle.

The facts

The cyclist, Mr John Burridge, the former
Aston Villa, QPR and Wolves goalkeeper,
was cycling along the road when a minibus
overtook him. The road concerned was a
busy road and Mr Burridge was keeping well
over to the side of the road. The driver of the
minibus apparently heard some noise and

decided to pull over. It was suggested that
a door might not have been properly shut
or that there might have been some other
problem that needed to be investigated. He
pulled over and stopped. There was no
suggestion that the minibus driver should
not have pulled over. He did not cut up the
cyclist, although he must have stopped and
parked quite sharply after passing Mr
Burridge. The cyclist continued and began
to overtake the parked minibus. As he did
so, the driver opened his door. Mr Burridge
was knocked from his cycle into the road
and was then struck by another vehicle
coming up from behind him.

The trial

In evidence, the minibus driver claimed to
have looked into his rear view mirrors and

not seen Mr Burridge, but the trial judge
rejected the driver’s evidence and found as
a fact that the minibus driver, without
warning, had immediately opened the door
of the minibus. The trial judge found that
the minibus driver was negligent. Any
suggestion that Mr Burridge was to blame
for the accident was rejected.

You could be forgiven for thinking that this
would be the end of the matter.
Unfortunately, Mr Burridge had suffered
severe injuries and a lot of money was at
stake. If the minibus driver’s insurers could
persuade the Court of Appeal to find that Mr
Burridge was partly to blame they would
save themselves a lot of money. They
decided to appeal.

Significant legal victory for cyclist
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In July, Victoria Avenue was resurfaced
between the Four Lamps roundabout and
the bridge. The new surface is smooth,
except for the occasional drain cover, so
from that aspect, cycling conditions have
improved.

However, the width of traffic lanes has
changed significantly. Initially, the single
southbound lane was very narrow until it
widened into two lanes on the approach to
the roundabout, but the dashed ‘central’
white lines were subsequently burnt off and
re-aligned to make it wider. There is still the
left-turn-only lane approaching the
roundabout which the Campaign opposed
when it was proposed in 2000.

The northbound direction still has a bus lane,
but it is now narrower. When a bus travels at

a normal distance from the kerb, its offside
wheels are well over the white boundary
line. Slow-moving cars often queue close
alongside the line so that buses cannot get
past. A debate on the Campaign’s email
discussion list was divided as to whether
the narrower bus lane is better or worse for
cyclists. Some thought that buses and taxis
would be more likely to try and pass too
close to cyclists, while others thought that
the narrow width would deter them from
trying to pass. As before, the bus lane
begins a short distance along Victoria
Avenue, so there is still the problem of
queuing cars leaving the roundabout
blocking cyclists’ way.

There was also an email discussion about
the lack of cycle lanes here. Several people
said they would have liked cycle lanes to be

introduced because they have found that
vehicles pass them too closely, but others
noted that bus drivers cross into cycle lanes
anyway. The left bend on the descent from
the bridge heading south was criticised for
being a point where traffic is especially likely
to pass too close to a cyclist, along with the
islands at the Pelican crossings.

Clare Ellis

The appeal

The insurers argued that Mr Burridge should
have anticipated that, where a vehicle has
just pulled up, it is reasonably foreseeable
that a door may be opened in the path of the
cyclist and, therefore, that Mr Burridge
should have taken action to avoid that
possibility. It was argued that a cyclist in
these circumstances should swerve away
from, or ride clear of, the vehicle, or stop.
The insurers argued that Mr Burridge was
one third to blame for the accident.

The judgment

The Court of Appeal accepted that it is
reasonably foreseeable that a driver might
open his door without looking. However, one
has to ask what a cyclist should do as he
approaches a parked vehicle. To say that all
cyclists who ride into opening car doors are
partly to blame for the collision is to put too
high a standard of care on the cyclist. If the
cyclist gives a wider berth to the vehicle he
is passing on the off chance that the door
will be opened, he increases the risk that he

will be hit by another vehicle coming up
from behind. As to the suggestion that Mr
Burridge should have stopped, in the words
of the Court of Appeal, this is ‘not practical
bicycling.’ The appeal was dismissed and Mr
Burridge won his case 100%. The insurers
had to pay the legal costs of the appeal, and
will have to pay Mr Burridge damages
without any deduction.

Andrew Wilson, Partner, Levenes Solicitors,
46 Eden Street, Cambridge CB1 1EL

Victoria Avenue resurfaced

The bus lane in Victoria Avenue renewed.

The previous line was burned off and
repainted so the bus lane is narrower: so
narrow that bus drivers do not drive within it,
and nowhere near wide enough to pass a
bicycle safely.

The start of the left-turn lane approaching
Four Lamps. The Cycling Campaign has
always opposed this layout.
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Cambridge Cycling Campaign has submitted
its response to the Government’s
Consultation on the draft of two new Local
Transport Notes on Walking and Cycling.
These are:

• LTN1/04 – Policy, Planning and Design for
Walking and Cycling gives the expected
overall framework and technical standards
for provision for walking and cycling;

• LTN2/04 – Adjacent and Shared Use
Facilities for Pedestrians & Cyclists.

We strongly welcome these documents.
They gave the clear impression of having
been written by people who cycle regularly
and who actually understand the needs of
cyclists.

If implemented, these notes would promote
to the status of official government policy a
vast range of best practice. Many of the
recommendations in publications such as
Cycle-Friendly Infrastructure have been
included. Indeed, we feel that if the advice in
the Notes were consistently translated into
practice on the ground, the UK would
arguably have some of the best provision for
cyclists in Europe.

Our main concern, of course, is the extent to
which the recommendations in the Notes
will actually be translated into practice on the
ground. Even in Local Authorities such as
our own, which have historically had a
reasonable degree of commitment to the
needs of cyclists and walkers, best practice
is rarely adhered to, particularly with regard
to widths of cycle lanes and tracks and to
the priority given to cyclists on the roads,
and we have often had to press extremely
hard to get even basic standards
implemented.

LTN1/04 – Policy, Planning and

Design for Walking and Cycling

We felt this document was of particularly
high quality. We explicitly outlined the large
range of areas which we particularly
welcomed. It is rare that we see advice
framed along the lines of increasing
convenience rather than just safety. Only in

this way will
increased levels of
cycling become
likely, both in
Cambridge and
beyond.

We very strongly
welcomed the
explicit statement
of a hierarchy of
provision, which
recognises that
‘cycle facilities’ are
often not
necessarily the best
way of catering for
cyclists and that at
other times the
question of ‘whether’ rather than ‘how’ cycle
provision is needed is important.

Instead, it makes clear that other measures
such as traffic reduction and reducing speeds
should be considered a first priority. On-road
provision is seen as something which should
be considered before off-road provision is
proposed, and the latter is specified as
requiring justification – rather than being the
default that so often seems to be the case.

Other areas we liked were:

• The emphasis on ‘Permeable
Infrastructure’;

• That provision for cyclists should be in the
form of an ‘accessible, barrier-free
environment’;

• Restatement of research which
demonstrates that ‘there are no real factors
to justify excluding cyclists from pedestrian
areas’;

• Recognition that ‘removing on-street
parking can help to release road space’ for
cyclists;

• That ‘scheme designers should take care
that the carriageway width is not reduced
to such an extent that cyclists’ safety is
compromised’. (Clearly, this document is
something that proponents of the bus lane
schemes in Milton Road and Hills Road
should read.)

Pedestrians, too, would benefit from many
of the proposals in the document, such as
removal of guard rails and the removal of
staggered pelican crossings.

We felt the document needed strengthening
in a few areas:

In the hierarchies of provision table, we felt
that ‘cycle lanes’ and ‘segregated cycle
tracks constructed by reallocation of
carriageway space’ should be split from, and
should precede, ‘cycle tracks away from
roads’, which would reflect better the
statements elsewhere in the guide as well
as mirroring our own view here.

We felt there was a desperate need to
strengthen the section on the width of cycle
lanes. Far too often, lanes of inadequate
width are installed, often totally
unnecessarily. We felt that the statement
that ‘cycle lanes should preferably be a
minimum of 1.5m wide’ is too weak.

We wish to see improved emphasis on the
need to prevent loss of priority at crossings
of side-roads which occur on many off-
carriageway cycle tracks. We feel current
unwillingness to maintain such priority is a
particular disbenefit of such tracks.

Best practice made official Government
policy at last?

‘An accessible, barrier-free environment...’
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LTN2/04 – Adjacent and Shared

Use Facilities for Pedestrians &

Cyclists

In general, we felt the advice in this
document is sound. Our main comment,
however, was that the presence of a whole
document on a form of provision which is
lower down in the hierarchy of provision,
when there is no equivalent for on-road
forms of provision, may set the wrong
impression. We do feel there is a lack of
best practice and understanding of on-road
forms of provision, which should take higher
priority. We remain concerned that
engineers in practice see shared-use as
provision of first resort.

We strongly welcomed the document’s
statement that there should be
documentation of decisions where ‘an on-
carriageway solution has been rejected’.

We welcomed the summary on
pedestrianised areas, although the need for
effective enforcement partnerships against
‘rogue’ cyclists should, we felt, be
mentioned here.

Most importantly, perhaps, the document
stated that ‘a footway crossed by many
driveways, and where sightlines are very
poor, would normally be unsuitable for
introducing cycle use’, again something
which our local councils would do well to
take note of.

Our main comment for this document is that
we want to see a clear statement that the
creation of off-road forms of provision
should never harm (inadvertently or
otherwise) those who, for whatever reason,
choose to exercise their right to remain on
the road. This is known locally as the ‘Milton

Road effect’, where some motorists’
impatience means cyclists are abused,
harassed and in some cases even assaulted.

We also wanted to see discussion of what
might be termed ‘hybrid provision’. We feel
this sort of provision would provide the best
of both worlds – a degree of segregation
from traffic whilst still being ‘on-road’. One
example is junctions like the one in the
picture from Denmark.

Changes to regulations

Whilst writing to the Department for
Transport, we took the opportunity to
propose a few changes to regulations which
would simplify implementation of a few
important aspects of cycle provision. Our
proposed changes would, we feel, make
such provision more widespread:

• The old chestnut of allowing an ‘Except
Cyclists’ sign underneath a ‘No Entry’ sign,
for use in exempting cyclists from one-
way streets. Without this common sense
approach, a precedent for which already
exists for buses, there is little chance of
widespread adoption of such a measure.

• Introduction of a new ‘cycle left’ filter light
at traffic lights. This would allow cyclists to
turn left into a side road whilst preventing
other traffic (including cyclists) from
proceeding while lights are red, purely by
the use of signing/lights and without the
construction of an extra lane. This would
be useful for locations such as the left turn
from St Andrew’s Street into Downing
Street. Other countries do this, so why
can’t we?

• Consideration of regulations which would
allow a ‘pedestrians and cyclists may cross
phase’ at signalled junctions, as works
well in other European countries.

Our full 14-page response is available online
in our new campaigning letters section
online (see article on page 19) at
www.camcycle.org.uk/campaigning/letters/ and
paper copies are available on request as
usual.

What next?

We will keep members informed of what
happens next with what could be very
important documents.

Martin Lucas-Smith

Cycle tracks merge smoothly with the road
at minor junctions (near Aarhus, Denmark).

Wouldn’t left turn filters for bikes be useful?
This example is from Germany.

If implemented, these notes

would promote to the

status of official

government policy a vast

range of best practice.

http://www.camcycle.org.uk/campaigning/letters/
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As many members will know, good levels of
cycle parking are a requisite for reducing
levels of theft, as well as seeing increased
levels of cycling. Cycling will not be
increased if people have nowhere to park
their bike when they reach their destination.
Cycle parking should be a ‘quick win’, but
getting it in practice seems to be another
matter altogether.

The last year has seen quite a variety of
issues arising in relation to cycle parking, or
rather the lack of it. Partly in recognition of
this, the Cycle Parking Subgroup was
reinvigorated a few months ago and has
since met on several occasions.

The subgroup basically provides a forum for
discussion about cycle parking issues and
enables us to look into these issues in
greater depth and get a better idea overall of
where things stand. We would warmly
encourage any member who has an interest
in seeing improved cycle parking around the
city to come along to a meeting with your
ideas.

Reviewing recent cycle parking

decisions

The Subgroup started its first recent meeting
with a review of the various decisions made
by the City Council over the past year
relating to cycle parking. These have
included:

• Cambridge Leisure (i.e. the Cattle Market
site) and the Junction, where we have
fought to get a decent level of cycle
parking and there have been concerns on
actually ensuring the agreed levels of cycle
parking are actually put in; usage of this
cycle parking is already reasonably high
and will only increase.

• Acceptance of the new Cycle Park for the
Grand Arcade (despite the fact that the
level of cycle parking is well below what
the standards at the time required),
together with our ongoing pressure to
ensure that it can actually be accessed,
through provision of a new contraflow
cycle facility joining up King’s Parade with
Downing Street (some Council officials are
continuing to place barriers to getting this
implemented).

• Cycle parking for the redevelopment of
Bradwell’s Court in the city centre, where

low levels of cycle parking – in the area of
the city with arguably the highest levels of
demand – are proposed and the Council
seems unwilling to pressure the
developers into satisfying the clear
demand for more parking.

• The new Park Street Cycle Park, a positive
development, usage of which has been
increasing steadily, despite its less than
ideal location.

• The new Coral Park development, where
cycle parking could have been installed
nearer the entrances to the new retail
units.

• Getting sensible levels of cycle parking for
the proposed redevelopment of the
Cambridge United Football Stadium.

• Ongoing discussions at the railway station
and the unwillingness to provide new
cycle parking in advance of provision as
part of longer-term plans which may never
actually get implemented.

• Cycle parking at residential developments
– where, it seems, the required levels of
cycle parking are generally being provided.

City Council cycle parking

standards

Probably in response to our campaigning
pointing out consistent implementation
below the standards, the City Council has
just revised its cycle parking standards.

These set out the minimum requirements in
terms of cycle parking for new developments
and changes in use. The Car and Cycle
Parking Standards form Supplementary
Planning Guidance to the Cambridge Local
Plan 1996.

The standards take the form of a short list of
principles to be adhered to, followed by the
detailed requirements – set out as the ratio
of parking spaces to gross floor area – for
different types of developments (e.g. shops,
leisure uses, residential sites, etc.)

The Subgroup discussed the revised
standards briefly, and will be looking at them
in more detail at our next meeting. We hope
to present a fuller review in a future edition
of the Newsletter.

On first reading, we found that many of the
areas have been downgraded, apparently in
response to our campaigning and pressure
from businesses and house-builders. The
latest version of the standards requires some
large developments to offer a lower quantity
of cycle parking than before. Perhaps the City
Council thinks these lower standards are
more realistic. In any case we hope they will
enforce them rather more effectively than
they did the previous standards.

Secondly, the standards introduce the
principle of flexibility (i.e. reductions to the
level of cycle parking) for multi-purpose site
planning applications, where a ‘duplication of
provision’ might result. This could be of
particular relevance, for example, to the
Cambridge Leisure development, where we
have fought hard to get the required levels of
cycle parking.

Reference is also made to the ‘Historic Core
Area of the city where land constraints may
make application of the standards difficult for
change of use or refurbishment’. Sadly, this
is the area where the shortage of cycle
parking is greatest. We would prefer to see
an approach where cycle parking takes up
space that developers would otherwise be
able to use to maximise floor area.

The revised standards also introduce, for the
first time, some small diagrams hinting on
how best to install the parking. This area
could be improved and clarified.

Cycle parking

City Centre bike parking is extremely limited
where it is most needed.
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The challenge now is to make sure that the
standards are implemented – both the
Council and developers have no excuses
now. Watch this space.

The updated standards are linked from our
website at: www.camcycle.org.uk/resources/
cycleparking/standards/
As always, members can request printed
copies via our usual contact details.

Implementation of the standards

One idea put forward has been to draw up,
for presentation to relevant Council officials,
a simple pro-forma which developers would
have to submit as part of their planning
applications. This would basically be a copy
of the standards with boxes next to each
type of provision. Developers would simply
enter the amount of floor space in each
category, enabling a simple calculation of the
required number of spaces to be made.

Locations for new cycle parking

We hope to put in place a new online
reporting form for people to suggest

locations for new cycle parking around the
city.

This ideally should be something that the
City Council should be doing themselves, if
the willingness to improve levels by any
significant degree were present.

Cycle parking guide

We hope to put together a Cambridge-
specific guide which could be sent to
developers to encourage them to provide
increased levels of good quality cycle
parking, and to give a summary effectively
showing how to do things properly. It is
intended that such a guide would contain
everything from ‘why provide cycle parking?’
to ‘where can I install it?’

However, we have just discovered that
Sustrans and the CTC (formerly the Cyclists’
Touring Club) have created a similar guide,
so we may consider using this as a basis for
our own guide. Copies of their guide are
available online at: www.ctc.org.uk/resources/
campaigns/cycleparkinfo.pdf .

Cycle parking webpages

The cycle parking pages on our website
contain a variety of information. We hope to
expand these in due course. Point your web
browser at: www.camcycle.org.uk/resources/
cycleparking/ .

Get involved

The next meeting of the Cycle Parking
Subgroup is 7–9 pm on Thursday 25th
November, at 100 Thoday Street. Do come
along and give your input and ideas.

You can also join our e-mail discussion list,
which supplements the subgroup meetings.
There are details on this on our website at
www.camcycle.org.uk/
campaigning/subgroups/cycleparking/ .

We have lots of ideas but so far not enough
people to carry out actions such as letter-
writing or surveying cycle parking levels. Do
offer your help if you can, however
much/little you feel able to contribute. Even
just turning up to a meeting is valuable!

Martin Lucas-Smith, Co-ordinator

Cycle parking standards introduce the principle of flexibility: the
amount can be reduced when it suits the authorities or
developers, as here at Cambridge Leisure.

http://www.camcycle.org.uk/resources/cycleparking/standards/
http://www.camcycle.org.uk/resources/cycleparking/
http://www.ctc.org.uk/resources/campaigns/cycleparkinfo.pdf
http://www.camcycle.org.uk/campaigning/subgroups/cycleparking/
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As most of you will know by now, two new,
large cycle and pedestrian bridges opened in
the early summer. At Milton a blue and
white arch crosses the A14 in a single span,
conveniently linking the village with
Cambridge. And at Coldham’s Lane, a lattice
structure is mounted alongside the existing
railway bridge between the Beehive Centre
roundabout and the end of Cromwell Road.

Both bridges cost well over £1m, nudging
£2m at Milton, but as someone at the
County Council put it recently: it sounds a lot
of money but it’s only the cost of three
houses in Cambridge. The A14 bridge – now
named the Jane Coston Cycle Bridge – was
largely funded by the Highways Agency and
much of the money for the Coldham’s Lane
bridge (not dignified with a name of its own)
came from developers.

So now that they are finished and have been
in use for a few months, what are they like
to use?

Milton

The very nice leaflet
(which we distributed
with Newsletter 54)
produced by the County
Council to promote the bridge says ‘if you
live or work near to the bridge, cycling or
walking is now easier than ever before.’ The
A14 has been a major barrier ever since it
was built in the 1970s and the new bridge
removes that barrier at one of three key

points. Histon and Bar Hill
residents have something to be
jealous of, but Milton was rightly
first priority because of the key
destinations on either side; this is
put into context by the map in the
leaflet.

Clearly the bridge is a success.
Recently released traffic counts
show that most existing cyclists
have transferred to the new
route, and many more cyclists –
presumably people who used to
drive – are now using the route.
In addition, there are now
pedestrians where few previously
existed. We have to take the
current figures with a pinch of salt
because they do not include
seasonal variation. On the other
hand the count was done soon
after the bridge opened and we
can expect numbers to increase
further.

The structure itself has been widely
welcomed. It is quite an elegant bridge, it is
not excessively steep and, whilst narrower
than the bridge at the Station, it carries less
traffic. At 2 m for cycles and 1.5 m for
pedestrians, it is tolerable but not generous,
if one accepts that cycles must sometimes
cross the line into the pedestrian side.
Segregation is by a raised white line rather
than a shallow kerb as at the station.

Problems approaching

There are a few problems at the ends and
on the approaches. It is encouraging to see
that some of these have already been
addressed or are in the process of being
addressed.

There is a rather intractable problem at the
Milton end where the bridge lands very
close to the busy roundabout at the entrance

A tale of two bridges

A flush kerb now lets you out onto old Milton Road, but a post in
the middle of the cycle track is bound to meet a cyclist soon.

The Anglian Water entrance has already seen at least one collision
on the path alongside old Milton Road.

Cycle track to be widened near the bus gate onto
Milton Road.
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to Tesco, immediately crossing
an access road to the nearby
industrial estate. Very large
trucks use the road and putting
in a priority or signalled
crossing for bikes is thought
likely to cause problems with traffic backing
up onto the roundabout; yet cyclists are
quite likely to ignore a give-way sign at the
bottom of the bridge. Perhaps a ‘cycle zebra’
could be tried here. The problem is
compounded by lots of phone and cable
cabinets limiting available space, plus a
kebab van whose customers park anywhere
around the bridge exit in order to avoid
taking those few extra steps. There has
been discussion about a traffic island further
towards Milton to make it easier to get into
Tesco from the bridge without using the
roundabout.

The most criticism we
have received is about
the posts installed across the path at the city
end of the bridge. One in particular is placed
right in the middle of the cycle lane and is a
crash waiting to happen. The bollards are
there to prevent cars (especially stolen
vehicles which are then torched) driving onto
the bridge, but surely a single central bollard
would achieve that.

Originally there was no access onto the road
at the city end. This has been rectified
recently, with a smooth dropped kerb. It is

questionable why the
alternative, a narrow cycle path
all the way to Cowley Road,
was felt necessary in the first
place, since the road, once the
main road to Milton, is broad
and lightly trafficked. This has
been borne out by at least one
collision which has already
occurred on the path at the
entrance to Anglian Water.

The heavily-used path by the
bus gate is being widened and
realigned to avoid a bus
shelter. This cycle track is a
much more useful facility,
leading as it does to the cycle
subway under the old railway,
and the widening will be an
enormous improvement. It
seems that the guided bus

plans do away with the subway, so let us
hope an alternative is properly thought out.

Perhaps the section most crying out for
attention now is from the subway to the
Golden Hind junction. This miserable stretch
of unimproved pavement is pretty much
unavoidable if you are cycling to the bridge
(or the Science Park) from Green End Road
(and thus most of eastern Cambridge).

Finally, there’s not much the authorities can
do about it, but the aspiration to make the
bridge a landmark gateway to Cambridge is
rather marred by the smell from the sewage
works!

Coldham’s Lane

Coldham’s Lane bridge stands in sad
contrast to the bridge at Milton. It is narrow,
steep and bumpy, it does not service
cyclists’ desire line, and one end deposits
cyclists onto a recently extended
roundabout. People travelling out-bound
from the Beehive Centre have not been
provided for. Our opinion of the bridge has
not changed from when it was first
proposed.

The structure itself is similar in some ways
to the one at the Station, but it is very much
a poor second cousin. The cycle track is well
under 2 m so it is impossible to pass
another cyclist safely without crossing onto

Parking for kebabs.

The link from the subway to the Golden Hind junction is in
desperate need of improvement.

‘Nice bridge … shame

about the bollards!’

– Tim Steele
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the pedestrian side. Even though slightly
more room is available on the approach
ramps, the cycle track width is unchanged
but the footpath is wider.

The surfacing on the bridge section on the
out-of-town side is appalling. It is almost like
riding on cobbles. This is compounded by a
bizarre summit where the two sides of the
bridge meet in a sharp apex rather than a
smooth curve. The summit is quite a lot
higher than the adjacent road bridge giving it
quite a steep incline, particularly on the out-
of-town side.

One way only served

Nevertheless, heading into town, the bridge
is a usable alternative to the busy road
bridge and allows cyclists to bypass the,
otherwise unavoidable, long queues of cars
that often develop there.

Our main criticism, however, is unchanged
from when we first saw the plans. The
bridge simply does not cater for out-bound
cycle traffic adequately. To use it going east,
you have to wait at a newly installed signal

crossing near the
roundabout (or duck across
from the road, as I have
seen a few people do) and
then cross again in two
separate stages of lights at
the other end. A 30 second
journey with a good chance
of the light being green at
the Cromwell Road junction
becomes a four minute
marathon with all three
traffic lights at red, unless
you are very lucky indeed.
Then when the last light
changes to green, you find
you are in the same green
phase as vehicles coming
from Cromwell Road,
something which should
never happen at traffic
signals. No wonder, then,
that so many people stay
on the road, and even more
cycle illegally on the
pavement on the road
bridge.

There have already been letters to the
Cambridge Evening News along the lines of
‘we spend all this money on cyclists but
they don’t use it’. As we expected, the
number of motorists driving intimidatingly
close and overtaking dangerously has
increased. Clearly they think cyclists should
not be there.

‘Why would I stop, cross the road
onto a traffic free (and possibly

mugger infested) area, then stop and
cross the road again once I’ve
crossed the railway, instead of

cycling in a rapid and straight line
over the road bridge?’

– Heather Coleman

There is no satisfactory route onto the bridge from the Beehive
Centre and the outbound route requires waiting at three
separate signals.

The summit of Coldham’s Lane Bridge is an apex and the ramp is unreasonably bumpy.

The bridge was built with good intentions
and will be well used. But, like the rest of
Coldham’s Lane, it is an unsatisfactory and
expensive compromise. Given the inability
to produce a good solution, the money could
have been put to better use elsewhere.

We’re very grateful for the Jane Coston
Bridge. It is a huge improvement, shortens
the journey and avoids a difficult junction.
Teething troubles are being addressed. What
a shame the same principles could not have
been applied at Coldham’s Lane. No doubt
there will be those reading this who think
cyclists should be grateful for anything they
get and accept anything that’s thrown at
them, however poor and badly conceived.
We would like to have helped find a solution
that we could be grateful for, but on this
occasion no one at the County Council was
interested in listening to cyclists.

David Earl

‘It’s the old dilemma: I’m sure the
bridges are great for some cyclists,
but car drivers seem to think that
they’re compulsory… I will not be

bullied off the road (a good candidate
for my tragically-young gravestone).’

– Paul Robison
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Construction of the Grand Arcade
development in central Cambridge starts
after Christmas. The long-discussed scheme
is actually happening on the ground, and
beyond this summer’s minor disruption for
cyclists in Downing Street, we can expect
organised chaos in the area for several
years. The problems may be compounded
by the redevelopment of Bradwell’s Court
which is likely to be undertaken in the same
period. The Robert Sayle store will have
moved to Burleigh Street by the time you
read this (had they stayed on site we might
have had five years of chaos rather than
three), and the magistrates court will
temporarily move to Trumpington.
Construction traffic will also be marshalled
and co-ordinated at Trumpington; this will
reduce traffic impact on the city centre,
though many very large and heavy lorries
can still be expected.

It is possible that once people are used to it,
unless there is a constant fight for a small

number of parking spaces, traffic levels
might actually decrease in the City Centre for
a while. Lion Yard car park will be demolished
and rebuilt and, during the nearly two years
that it will take, there will only be 330 parking
spaces on the site. Drivers will have to park
elsewhere, one of the options being an
extended Park & Ride (Robert Sayle will be
providing a pick-up point at Trumpington Park
& Ride site to make this easier). The
introduction of variable signage will indicate
that the car park is full before people reach
the City Centre, and a shuttle bus is being
provided from Queen Anne Terrace car park.

Cycling impact

Once the scheme is complete, there will be
a great deal more cycle parking in the City
Centre, even though most will be
concentrated under the new shopping centre
(and it seems likely that on-street parking
elsewhere will be somewhat reduced). In the
meantime, much of the cycle parking in the
area is out of action. We will lose the

significant number of racks in St Tibbs Row,
and St Andrews Street will be in a state of
continual change.

Corn Exchange Street

Our main concern, however, is still the
status of Corn Exchange Street. At the time
of writing, we are still waiting for a follow-up
meeting on how the street can be made
two-way. We think this is essential if the
cycle parking is to work properly, and it is
part of the planning consent. Councillors
have supported it but, as in Trinity Street,
officers are adamant that it is impossible to
provide for two-way cycling. The longer this
issue drags on, the less opportunity there is
to make changes to the cycle park entrance,
to the car park exit, to the frontage or to the
street. As it is, councillors will not now have
the opportunity to consider further
suggestions about Corn Exchange Street
before work starts.

David Earl

Grand Arcade

Robert Sayle store: moved to Burleigh Street.

St Andrews Street: very limited cycle parking.
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It was a vague ambition to cycle round the
North Sea that led me to investigate the
cycling facilities in Denmark. I was not
disappointed. A network of National Cycle
Routes has been in existence since 1993
and now boasts more than 10 000 km of
marked paths and cycleways, sharing with
motor traffic only on the quietest roads and
separated by kerbs on most of the others.
Dreams of travelling the rough and windy
North Sea route rapidly dissolved in the face
of reality: we have been commuting cyclists
for many years but had never before tackled
an entire holiday on two wheels. There had
to be a better place for ‘beginners’.

The island of Fyn (Funen) provided
everything we could have specified. Resting
between the two mainland areas of
Denmark and two belts of the Baltic Sea it is
something of a time warp. Pretty seaside
towns are strung along the coast whilst
travel inland is rewarded by the sight of a
succession of half-timbered manor houses, a
remarkable fairy-tale castle and very gentle
hills to extend visibility. The whole island can
be circumnavigated in just three days (even
by ourselves, we reckoned, had we really
wanted to) but there are better things to do!

We arrived on Fyn soaked to the bone after
a day-long journey in fine weather across
Jylland (Jutland). The storm we had left
behind in England had caught up with us at
the last moment! This leg of Route 6, which
begins at the port of Esbjerg, is not an

inspiring one although it
provides the obvious feeling of
achievement gained by
arriving on Fyn by one’s own
power. The very name Fyn
means ‘all’s well’ and it soon
was; installed in a delightful
quayside guest house we
quickly assessed how much
cycling was a way of life, at
least in this town. Everyone
seemed to be on a bike and
almost every bike was loaded
to capacity. Baskets and
panniers filled with shopping or fishing
tackle, trailers trundling behind with small

children. People of all
ages, shapes and sizes far
outnumbering the cars.

This was generally the
theme all over Fyn. Time
and expense has gone
into developing an
infrastructure of well-
maintained cycle routes,
largely free of any debris,
and as a result people use
them. We even found a
significant number of
hotels designated as
Cycle Friendly. I believe a
similar scheme exists in
the UK. Those we visited
provided lockable space
for our bikes as well as a

friendly welcome even when we were wet.
(Yes, expect rain in Denmark. In
fact we only had two really bad
downpours in ten days and we
adjusted our plans accordingly.)

The charming island of Ærø
(Aeroe), off the south-west coast
can be circumnavigated in a day so
I was at last able to achieve my
ambition to ride the whole way
round something, even if it was
not quite the North Sea, or even
Fyn itself. The hour-long ferry trip
from Faaborg, passing little islands
on the way, was a joy. (Now I
could see the why the Vikings
were so keen to take to the seas;
the choppy waters around Britain
must have come as a nasty

surprise.) It is an island of farmland,
campsites and fishing villages, the most
conspicuous, Ærøskøbing, being virtually
unchanged since the 16th century. Windmills
form an integral part of the scenery, quietly
working to provide 50% of Ærø’s electrical
power.

The only city on Fyn is Odense (ask a Dane
how to pronounce it!) and it is about twice
the size of Cambridge. If you think
Cambridge is ‘cycle city’ you haven’t seen
Odense. Planners have made extraordinary
efforts to make cycling safe and accessible
to all and have built 350 km of cycleway not
just in the city centre but reaching out into
the leafy suburbs and the woods and parks
beyond. Oh well, Cambridge has more
interesting architecture!

We flew by Ryanair to Esbjerg from
Stansted, the cost being a fraction of the
Harwich ferry. An additional phone call

Summer in Funen

A cycle-friendly hotel.

Quiet rural roads and quiet power generation.
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booked our bikes for £15 each way.
Owners of valuable machines might be
inclined to pack them in special carriers
(indeed it is recommended), but our bikes
were carried at our risk, and we simply
loosened the handlebars, removed the
pedals and deflated the tyres. This last
operation was a bit of a nuisance, as
anyone who has attempted to reinflate a
tyre using a pocket-pump can imagine! We
later discovered that even small towns in
Denmark provided an air line somewhere
on the main street.

Will we go again? Certainly we
will, but not before I have (a)
learned just a few words of the
impenetrable language and (b)
learned to look behind me to the
right. And maybe, one day, I will
cycle right round the North Sea!

Jane Chisholm

Jane has written her travelogue article re
Denmark, so here is the technical appendix
written by the other half. As usual, we don’t
totally agree.

The first thing I noticed was not the ‘facilities’
but the considerate behaviour of motorists. In
Newsletter 53 we reported a journal article
which said that as cycle numbers rise cycle
crash rates fall. My experience in Denmark
suggest an alternate hypothesis, and that the
link of cycle volumes to crash rates, although
correlated, is not a causal one. In Denmark
some 50% of people cycle, which means that
the percentage of drivers who cycle will also
be much higher than the UK. Hence my
alternative hypothesis:

Crash rates of cyclists are reduced as the
proportion of car drivers who also regularly
cycle rises.

At no time on our 500 km ride were we
deliberately or negligently threatened by
motorists, and at no time did we find a cycle
lane so obstructed by a motor vehicle that we
couldn’t easily pass. On minor roads traffic did
not seem to be in a hurry, and drivers of large
vehicles were considerate when passing. I
found it difficult to get used to motorists from
side roads giving way to us on a cycle path,
and had an unjustified fear that I’d need to
brake heavily as they stopped across my path,
as motorists do in Cambridge.

So what’s the engineering and maintenance
like?

We did find some lapses in the high standards
on our trip across Jutland on National Route 6,
and of course we had to encounter the worst in
the middle of a thunderstorm: a busy main road
with perhaps a metre of tarmac for the cycle
lane separated by just a white line from heavy
vehicles. We also had some trouble with debris
washed into cycle lanes by recent storms,
requiring caution, but I’d expect these lanes to
be more frequently swept than those in the UK.

On the signposted cycle
routes we used, many
main roads in rural
areas had fully
segregated cycle paths,
with priority over side
roads. At the entry to
villages, speed
reduction ‘narrowings’
were common with a
‘cycle bypass’ provided.
In urban areas a cycle
track is often provided
on both sides of the
road, segregated by a
‘half’ kerb with another
kerb before a narrow
pavement. These seem
to be normally treated
as ‘one way’.

Odense, about twice the
size of Cambridge, was
the only big city we
explored, and in recent years considerable
money has been spent on cycling infrastructure.
We found a wide pedestrian and cycle path (an
old railway?) running east from the station
which crossed above the main roads, went
through parks and public housing, and emerged
onto the rural network of minor roads. (What’s
‘The Chisholm Trail’ in Danish?) There was also
a free ferry for people and bikes over the ship
canal, which obviously formed part of a cycle
commuting route to villages north of the city.

What innovations could transfer to Cambridge?

There were a number of locations, both outside
bike shops and in the city, with free air lines for
pumping up tyres, and we also saw a display
that gave the number of cyclists counted
(automatically) at that point each day. It read
7359 at 19:00hrs. On returning I found via
odense.dk a couple of other interesting points
worth further investigation. Firstly they have a
Kiddy Trailer loan scheme for parents whose

children are about to
start nursery school,
which is of course just
the time when parents
might otherwise start
using a car for ‘the
school run’. Secondly on
the cycle route
approaching one major
junction is a series of
green LED lights. These
are lit in sequence so as
to allow cyclists to adjust
their speed so as to
arrive at the junction ‘on
the green’. How
wonderful that would be
approaching Brooklands
Avenue junction from
Hills Rd railway bridge.

One oddity I never
assimilated was the
‘wide’ left turn. To quote

from the notes on the excellent ‘Denmark by
Bicycle’ planning map by the Danish Cycling
Federation:

In Denmark cyclists must always make a
‘wide’ left (our right) turn: Cross, keeping to
the right side of the roadway, to the opposite
corner and wait until the road is clear before
continuing in the new direction. In light
controlled crossings it is not necessary to
wait for a green light in the new direction.

So if you’re going straight you must wait for
green, but if you’ve just executed the first part
of a ‘wide’ turn you can cross on red, as long
as it is clear? 

I think that as it has been some time since the
Campaign has had a ‘technical’ trip abroad
Odense would be a good candidate. Finally
we’d like to thank Tony Raven for saying that
Denmark, and in particular Fyn, was the place
to go.

Jim Chisholm

7359 and counting: displaying a count of
cyclists past this point today.

‘Probably’ more bikes than
Cambridge Station (with lots more
in a controlled underground park).

The technical side
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The secured cycle park that holds up to
around 30 cycles by Walthamstow Tube and
Railway Station is known euphemistically as
‘the bike shed’. Although it has been in
operation since November 2003, it was
officially opened on 28 May 2004, when Jon
Snow of Channel 4 news came up on the
tube to cut the ribbon. The project was
initiated by Gina Harkell of the London
Borough of Waltham Forest and
implemented by Sekura Byk of Norwich.

Beautifully designed

The first thing to say about this cycle park is
that it is a really beautifully designed
building. As much as possible has been
made from recycled bits of the railway. For
instance, the floor is made from railway
sleepers that originally came from Australia
over 100 years ago. The framework is made
from repainted rails. The curved back end of
the structure gave the engineers real
problems as it is technically challenging to
bend recycled steel in the way you want it to
bend. All of those problems were overcome
and the result is an airy and delightful cycle
park with its own small garden.

Security

Security is a prominent feature of the Bike
Shed. A ‘smart card’ commands the large
sliding doors to glide open to let you into the
bike shed. When inside, another card reader
is used to allocate and unlock a cycle rack.

The cycle racks are a type of clamp that
traps the down tube with a sliding bolt. It
takes a few moments to figure out how to
put the bike in, but once you’ve got the hang
of it, it’s easy. Rubber grommets protect the
down tube from paint damage. When the
bolt is slid back across and clicks into place
you have the confident feeling that your bike
will still be there on your return. This type of
cycle parking system has been developed by
a Belgian company and is in widespread
usage in that country.

There was a bit of a problem though. My
own bike didn’t fit in to the security device,
and neither did another bike with an oversize
down tube. This often happens when cycle
parks put in only one type of bespoke cycle

parking. I was promised that this would soon
be solved by providing some simple
Sheffield style cycle parking racks inside a
spare corner of the bike shed. (Update
August 2004: Two Sheffield style stands
have been installed.)

Well located?

The photo at the start of this article shows
the bike shed is located close to one of the
entrances of the tube and railway station.
Locating cycle parking close to main
entrances is one of the most important
things about raising the profile of cycling as
a mode of transport. When cycle parking is
put there the business is saying to the
cyclist ‘we want you, you are welcome here,
please come and don’t worry we’ll look after
your bike’. I was surprised to see it so close
to the main entrance of the station as in my
experience it has been difficult to persuade
railway companies of the importance of
cycle security. Sadly this turned out to be
true as although being initially supportive the
railway turned its back on this development.
Although it is on land owned by railway land
company, Spacia, the day-to-day running of
the bike shed is controlled by the local taxi
firm!

On the other side of the railway line a new
bus station was being redeveloped, with
what looks like a 1950s style control tower.
This side of the tracks was where I found
two more lots of cycle parking. A fairly well
used set of Sheffield style racks at street
level, and the now deprecated cycle racks
near the platform. It did seem to me that
perhaps this was the more natural place for
the cycle park to be, however I’m from
Cambridge and I won’t have to use this
cycle park so I’ll leave it for local cyclists to
judge.

My conclusions

This is a truly fabulous cycle park. The
beautiful structure, the level of security and
the apparently good location offer an
unprecedented level of service to the cyclist
in the UK. So often cycle parking has been
the type of drab building at the back of a car
park or school. You almost have to do a
double-take when you are using this cycle
park: it is so well thought out. It feels as
though you’ve entered a world where at last
someone loves the cyclist, and it’s a bit
disconcerting. But no, you’re not in Belgium,
Amsterdam or Copenhagen. You really are in
north London, by a railway station and this is

The bike shed – by Walthamstow railway
station

Annie, a cycle trainer, using the racks.
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Does the Cycling Campaign have a right to
exist? This might seem a strange question
when most of us would think the answer is
self-evidently ‘yes’. Most councillors and
officers are co-operative and sincere; even
when they disagree with us, they are willing
to engage in discussion. But, apparently, it is
a question that a few councillors seem to
think should be asked. We have heard
remarks along the lines of ‘corrupting the
democratic process,’ usually accompanied
by snide remarks made behind our backs.
Indeed, we have also been publicly told by a
County Council officer that, because we are
‘activists,’ we should not be listened to. This
is a Catch-22: the more you care about
something, the less you will be taken notice
of by those in power.

Quite how this is so, when we have no
power in our own right, is puzzling. Quite
why these councillors think that their
electorates shouldn’t come together to lobby
them is also puzzling. After all, what are
political parties in the first place? If pressure
groups should not exist, then logically all
elected representatives should be

independents. We also think it quite likely
that the Cycling Campaign has more
members than the local political parties. Is
the problem that these particular councillors
don’t like pressure groups (in which case,
what business have they being councillors at
all), or just don’t like cyclists?

It is striking how much weight is given to
individual representations to the councils.
We have seen many times how an individual
approach (whether positive or negative from
a cycling point of view) seems to galvanize
action and sway opinion, when a detailed,
considered response from the Cycling
Campaign is widely ignored.

Perhaps there is a feeling in some quarters
that the democratic process should be
difficult. Well, whether or not it should be, it
certainly is. If those in charge want
something to happen, it will happen. If not,
then democratic approaches rarely succeed.
Some changes happen almost without
trying, but in other cases immense amounts
of effort are required to make even the
tiniest of changes.

Maybe most mysterious of all is why there
isn’t a serious motorists lobby group when
so many motorists clearly feel passionately
about their ‘right’ to go anywhere and do
anything. The AA and, to some extent, the
RAC take on this role, but they don’t have
grass roots involvement and it is not why
people join them. The motor lobby is clearly
promoted by seriously rich companies from
car manufacturers to oil interests but, again,
whilst outrageously influential, they are not
grass-roots groups. Only the Association of
British Drivers, who most of us might
consider the BNP of the transport scene, fits
the bill and is tiny when compared with, for
example, the CTC.

Enough philosophising. If councillors who
take the view that the Cycling Campaign
should not be allowed to exist, or officers
who think we should not be listened to,
would like to justify their position, we would
like our members to hear it through these
pages.

David Earl

Existential truths

cycle parking at its best in the UK. I urge
cyclists to go and see this system, use it
and show it to other railway stations’
bosses. Railway companies should be

grateful that innovative companies, councils
and cycling campaigns are coming up with
solutions like this, yet it still seems that are
having to be rammed down their throats.

Well done Waltham Forest – you put cycle
parking at Cambridge railway station to
shame.

Update: By August 2004 the cycle park is
regularly three quarters full and has been so
successful that another one is planned for
Leytonstone.

More details

The bike shed is free to use during the trial
period which is apparently the whole of
2004. Smart cards can be obtained from ‘the
mini-cab office at the junction of Station
Approach and Hoe Street’ – any problems
call them on 020 8520 3221.

The system was designed by Gilbert from
Belgium, who runs the company Parking and
Locking Systems. It was implemented by
Sekura Byk.

A similar system will be installed at Finsbury
Park, and I hear that Surbiton is also getting
some double-decker cycle parking.

Simon Nuttall

The curve of the back end of the bike shed.
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Cover reputation

Was it deliberate to have the cover picture at
the top of the newsletter be a bunch of
cyclists very obviously cycling past a no
entry sign into Trinity Street? It doesn’t do
cyclists’ reputations any favours!

Jonathan Larmour

David Earl replies: We had a couple of
comments along these lines from readers,
so I thought it might be useful to explain.
One of the main motivations for councillors

promoting change in Trinity Street is that
there is clearly a demand for it. Though
illegal, council counts show that there are
nearly as many cyclists going the wrong way
down Trinity Street as there are the right
way – around 400 during the 10-4 pedestrian
zone period, and largely without problems.
On this occasion I thought putting our head
in the sand to pretend it wasn’t happening
would be counterproductive.

Thanks for toucan

I think that the Fen Causeway toucan
crossing at Coe Fen is a big improvement to
cycle (and pedestrian) safety and
convenience. How do I officially ask the
Cambridge Cycling Campaign to send a note
of appreciation to the appropriate
authorities?

Robert Sansom

Write to us, of course. The authorities read
this Newsletter.

Kings Hedges Road

The article in your last issue concerning the
recent changes in Kings Hedges Road gave
a somewhat inaccurate impression. The
Kings Hedges Road project is an accident
reduction scheme, not a cycleway scheme.

What we have done is to narrow motor
traffic lanes in order to reduce traffic speeds,
and we dedicated as far as possible the
surplus road space to cyclists.

Some road space has had to be retained for
residents' parking, but only on one side of
the road. However, the parking bays are
largely empty during the working day, and
effectively form a continuous 1.8 m wide
cycleway when used with the side road
cycle priority lanes.

Furthermore, in order to help all categories
of cyclists as far as possible, a number of
features, such as the cycle slips and the side
road cycle priority lanes, have been provided
even though they have no direct effect on
speed reduction.

The impression given by the article was that
this project is a cycleway scheme which has
been skimped. It is, in fact, an accident
reduction scheme, a by-product of which has
been the maximum possible benefit for
cyclists within the constraints of the primary
objective and the available finance.

John Isherwood,
Senior Engineer with Cambridge City Council

Letters

You’ve heard about the Bermuda Triangle.
So, now hear about my own two-wheeled
version, the Robin Hood Cross.

There’s something about the cross roads by
the Robin Hood and Little John pub at
Cherry Hinton that’s fateful. Any bike related
incident, more often than not, it’s there that
it happens.

I’ve lost count of the number of punctures
I’ve had on one or other of the roads
approaching this junction. Naturally, these
nearly always happen in wet weather,
though that’s often the way with punctures.

But it’s more than just punctures. Things fall
off occasionally if you put them on the
carrier – a silent loss happened just down
the road, when a packet of labels for our

newsletters
slipped off the rack,
for instance. But how
is it possible that my
mobile phone inside my
pannier could have worked
its way out under the flap,
simultaneously with there being a
car overtaking so close that I
couldn’t avoid hitting the series of
potholes on the city side of the traffic
lights that have been there for years and
years – so long I avoid them without
thinking.

So there’s a clatter behind me, and I think
nothing of it. Until that is I can’t find my
phone. Little John must have Mexican
connections, as a fifteen-minute call there
appeared on my bill before I could stop the

account. I always
put my phone in the

zip pocket now.

The bike itself has suffered
numerous breakdowns, but

one of the more serious was
when the rear cog completely

disintegrated. Naturally, this happened
in one of the heaviest rainstorms of the

year. And naturally also it happened
exactly in the middle of the Robin Hood
junction. One second I was pedalling, the
next my legs were going round doing
nothing with traffic coming at me from two
directions.

How fortunate that the bus route home
crosses my cycling route at this junction –
had it not been that the last vehicle to cross

A Bermuda Triangle of my own
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October 2004

Fri 1 8:30 am Newsletter 56 review and planning for 57, over breakfast at Tatties café.

Sun 3 Oxford-Cambridge bike ride organised by the British Heart Foundation (not
the Campaign). See www.bhf.org.uk/oxcamride for details.

Sun 3 Home Farm Trust Sponsored Bike Ride, 20, 30 and 50 mile rides from Orford
House, Ugley near Bishops Stortford and Duxford Primary School, Cambridge.
www.hft.org.uk� simone.eftihiou@hft.org.uk � (01525) 379830.

Tue 5 7.30 pm Monthly open meeting, Friends' Meeting House, Jesus Lane, at the Park
Street junction. (Tea and coffee, a chance to chat, and for us to introduce
ourselves to new members for the first half-hour. The meeting proper starts at
8 pm.)

Wed 6 5-7 pm Free cycle security coding at Cambridge Station Cycles, next to the railway
station. The security code is a deterrent to theft and enables bikes to be
traced nationally.

Sun 10 1 pm Leisurely Ride. A countryside ride, at a gentle pace. Meet at Hobbs Pavilion
on Parker's Piece. Back in Cambridge around 5 pm. Please bring your bike
lights.

Mon 18 7 pm Join us for a social gathering at CB2 café 5-7 Norfolk Street.

Sat 30 10-2 Free cycle security coding at Park Street Cycle Park. The security code is a
deterrent to theft and enables bikes to be traced nationally.

Sun 31 1 am The clocks go back for the end of British Summer Time. Don't forget your
bike lights!

November

Tue 2 7.30 pm Annual General Meeting, Friends' Meeting House, Jesus Lane. This year's
speaker will be David Kemp from Suffolk County Council about 'Putting
innovation into practice.' See regular meeting description on 5 October.

Wed 3 5-7 pm Free cycle security coding at Cambridge Station Cycles, next to the railway
station. The security code is a deterrent to theft and enables bikes to be
traced nationally.

Sat 6 Newsletter 57 copy deadline. Please contact the editor if you would like to
write an article.

Sun 14 1 pm Leisurely Ride. A countryside ride, at a gentle pace. Meet at Hobbs Pavilion
on Parker's Piece. Back in Cambridge around 5 pm. You will need bike lights.

Mon 15 7 pm Join us for a social gathering at CB2 café 5-7 Norfolk Street.

Wed 24 7.30 pm Newsletter 57 Envelope Stuffing at the Baby Milk Action offices (for the new
address, contact the Campaign). Help very much welcomed!

Thu 25 7 pm Cycle Parking subgroup. See article on page 8.

Sat 27 10-2 Free cycle security coding at Park Street Cycle Park. The security code is a
deterrent to theft and enables bikes to be traced nationally.

December

Wed 1 5-7 pm Free cycle security coding at Cambridge Station Cycles, next to the railway
station. The security code is a deterrent to theft and enables bikes to be
traced nationally.

Fri 3 8:30 am Newsletter 57 review and planning for 58, over breakfast at Tatties café.

Tue 7 7.30 pm Monthly open meeting, Friends' Meeting House, Jesus Lane. See 5 October
for a description.

Sun 12 1 pm Leisurely Ride. A countryside ride, at a gentle pace. Meet at Hobbs Pavilion
on Parker's Piece. Back in Cambridge around 5 pm. You will need bike lights.

Mon 20 7 pm Join us for a social gathering and Christmas party at CB2 café 5-7 Norfolk
Street.

Campaign Diary www.camcycle.org.uk/events

Letter archive
online

We’ve begun the process of putting our
archive of campaigning letters and
consultation responses online. Point your web
browser to:

www.camcycle.org.uk/campaigning/letters/

If you don’t have web access, we can happily
supply members with a printout of a list of
contents or copies of individual items. Just let
us know via our usual contact details.

So far only letters from 2004 are online but, by
the time you read this, 2003 should be there,
and earlier years will follow.

As well as increasing the accountability of
the committee and the transparency of its
actions, the archive will enable us to direct
Councillors and other officials to previous
correspondence.

Press releases, petition speeches and similar
items will also be published and linked from
this section.

We hope, in due course, that this will grow to
be a fairly complete archive of the many
hundreds of letters written to various officials
over recent years.

Martin Lucas-Smith,
Coordinator and Webmaster

when waiting for the lights had been the bus
home.

There’s not much about this junction that
makes it more hazardous than any other. Yet
it has to be here, of course, where I have
had my closest near miss. A car turned right
across my path and I couldn’t stop in time.
The driver had been blinded by the low sun
behind me and had made the typical driver
assumption ‘if I can’t see, it must be clear’.

But you know something is spooky about
this place when you see the ghastly purple
and green lighting the owners have installed
to illuminate the pub. Robin Hood’s colours
maybe, but thoroughly tasteless
nevertheless.

I haven’t much choice but to use the
junction regularly. But I bite my lip each time
I go near it now, this Bermuda Triangle of my
very own.

David Earl

http://www.camcycle.org.uk/events
http://www.bhf.org.uk/oxcamride
http://www.hft.org.uk
http://www.camcycle.org.uk/campaigning/letters/
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Your streets this month

Two-way scheme sent back 

In July, the Cambridge Area Joint Committee
(AJC) (councillors from both Cambridge City
and Cambridgeshire County Council)
approved an experimental scheme to allow
two-way cycling in St John’s and Trinity
Streets between 10 am and 4 pm on
Mondays to Saturdays when most motor
vehicles are banned. These streets are
currently open to cyclists all day, every day,
but in the southbound direction only (see
Newsletter 55). However, in an exceptional
move, and on the advice of council officers
who have continually opposed the scheme,
the County Council’s Cabinet (a committee
of executive councillors which has the power
to override the AJC) has intervened to
prevent the experiment going ahead in its
present form. Although the Cabinet appears
to be generally supportive of the principle of
two-way cycling, it decided that the
proposed scheme was unsuitable and would
have put the council at risk of legal
challenge. The scheme has now been sent
back to AJC with a request to come back
with an improved scheme with better
arrangements for contraflow cycling along
the narrower parts of the street. See article
on page 2.

New and upgraded routes

An upgraded traffic-free
cycle route has been
opened between Mill

Lane and the
Trumpington Road-Brooklands Avenue

junction via Coe Fen, on the southern side
of the City Centre. This replaces a narrow,
unsurfaced path that, although used by
cyclists for generations, was bumpy, muddy
and difficult to use because of the lack of a
crossing where the route crosses the Fen
Causeway. The new path has a hard, if

slightly uneven, surface and there is a push-
button-operated toucan crossing at Fen
Causeway. In recognition of the
environmental sensitivity of this area, the
path is still quite narrow (narrower than the
Jubilee cycle route across Ditton Meadows,
for example) and is unlit. This will form the
first section of a National Cycle Network
route towards the south of
Cambridge. Although the route is
not perfect, it is a big
improvement on the previous
path.

This is a charming route through
one of the areas which make
Cambridge special and offers a
pleasant if slower and longer
alternative to the direct route
along Trumpington Road and
Trumpington Street. For some
cycle journeys it offers a way to
avoid the mini-roundabouts at the
Fen Causeway-Lensfield Road
junction. However, it will never
remove the need for cyclists to
use that junction, and must not be
used as an excuse for failing to
improve the safety of Cambridge’s
third-worst accident black spot.

A completely new cycle path is
nearing completion alongside the
A1301 between Sawston and
Hinxton. The new path, which is
not yet officially open, starts just
north of the big A505 roundabout
and runs south for about a mile, to
the turning to Hinxton. The path
itself is smooth and wide, though its division
into cycle and pedestrian parts means the
part on which cyclists can legally ride is too
narrow to allow two cyclists to pass
comfortably. It is not clear why the planners
decided to restrict cyclists to one side of the
path when most other cycle paths along
country roads around Cambridge allow
cyclists to use their whole width. The new
route suffers the usual drawbacks of the
need to give way at side roads, especially at
the A505 roundabout which remains a major
obstacle. Indeed ‘cyclists dismount’ signs
are used incorrectly in many places when
the correct sign is, in fact, ‘give way’.
Nevertheless, it offers a useful link from
Sawston to Hinxton and to the lovely cycling
country beyond, and is to be welcomed. The

whole route is being paid for by the
Wellcome Trust as a condition for being
given consent to extend the Genome
Campus at Hinxton. Perhaps a better way of
encouraging people to get to the Campus by
bike would have been to build it closer to
where most of them actually live.

We haven’t seen Cyclists Dismount used like
this for a long time now. These must go!

Too narrow to pass: 1.4 metres here at its widest.

Petrol Heads & Paving Slabs Rule OK. This is just the
exit from the petrol station.


